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Film and video 
As a cultural object, the pornographic film is no longer a familiar one.  Since the 
development of video technology, pornographic film has almost vanished - replaced by a 
vast number of cheap, quickly-produced pornographic videos1.  It is only those large 
production companies which make some kind of crossover into the acceptable 
mainstream market - such as Playboy and Candida Royale - which still continue to shoot 
pornography on film.  Video is by far the dominant technology for the production of 
pornography. It is for this reason that a chapter on videos makes its way into a book on 
film.   
While the pornography industry in America is vast, rivalling Hollywood for annual 
turnover and profits, Australia's pornography production (like its film industry) is much 
more modest.  In this chapter I aim to give a taste of a particular subgenre - the Australian 
gay porn video.  A number of these texts were produced in the early 1990s in Australia - 
which is, in itself noteable.  There is so little local pornographic production of any kind 
(straight or gay) that the sudden emergence of a relatively large number of gay porn tapes 
at one time is an interesting cultural phenomenon.  This paper does not attempt to explain 
the reasons behind the sudden appearance of such a cycle - indeed, the more obvious 
question is why, after a brief flourishing, the tapes seem to stop production.  With little 
more investment required than a domestic video camera and a colour photocopier for the 
cover, pornographic tapes are an eminently accessible form of cultural product.  What is 
of more interest, from the point of view of a book organised around nations (Australian 
and New Zealand) is the ways in which these tapes articulate nationality.  What kind of 
'Australia' can we see in 'Australian gay porn videos'? 
 
Quality porn 
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In Australia, the nation-building project of state and intellectually-sponsored culture - or 
Kulture, as Tom O'Regan refers to it2 - has very much insisted on 'quality' texts.  In the 
'Australian content' legislation of the Australian Broadcasting Authority, the quality of 
texts is a vital consideration: 
Individual programs scores are calculated by multiplying an ‘Australian factor’ by 
a ‘quality factor’ by the number of hours transmitted.  The Australian factor is 
determined by the amount of Australian invovlement in the creative control of the 
program3 
'Quality' programming is, particularly, expensive television drama: a judgement which, 
John Docker suggests, is based more on BBC-inherited cultural snobbery than on any 
understanding of the ways in which culture functions: 
Of all types of television programs, drama is recognised, said the senators, as 
having the greatest sociological, psychological and emotional impact upon the 
audience.  Drama is the most powerful weapon of all in its effects upon the moral 
standards of the community and in influencing its attitudes … [this is] BBC-style 
programming … [and] the British concept … that programs should ‘inform, 
educate and entertain’4  
Similarly, the films in which the 1970s cinema revival most strongly strived for 
'Australianness' were 'quality' products - displaying 'refined aestheticism and determined 
good taste'5.  Tom O'Regan, discussing the critical attacks on the commercially successful 
film The Man From Snowy River, suggests that it is 'art films' which critics have most 
celebrated as the appropriate venue for creating an Australian national project: 
What an Australian feature film should be, in film criticism's cultural margins is 
fairly clear.  There should be verisimilitude, "real characters" identifiable situations 
… a culturally acceptable form of Australian feature film making …6 
As Stuart Cunningham notes:  
'Australian' film was yoked to the prevailing regimes of art cinema.  It was held to 
be deserving of government subsidy because it contributed to national self-
definition … These were quiet films…7 
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Gay porn videos are neither 'art' nor 'quality'.  They receive no government subsidy.  
They are part of no explicit state project of nationhood.  Bearing this in mind, the ways in 
which these tapes deal with Australianness is quite fascinating.  For it seems to me that, 
while recent Australian film has moved decisively away from the platitudes of 
Australianness presented in the 'quality' and 'art' films, in some ways the porn videos 
remain peculiarly faithful to a 1970s 'quality' version of Australianness. 
 
Marginal centres 
'the queer often operates within the nonqueer, as the nonqueer does within the queer' 
(Alexander Doty)8 
One of most useful insights of Queer theory has been to point out that simplistic binary 
models of culture, which posit a single, powerful, controlling centre - in opposition to 
oppressed, transgressive and resistant margins - are simply unworkable.  The weakness of 
this model has been made clear recently in Australia with the broadcasting - on a national 
commercial broadcaster - of the Lesbian and Gay Mardi Gras.  This event - which should, 
on any sane criteria, be celebrated by anyone seeking social justice for lesbians, gays or 
queers of any kind, has in fact been criticised by some for leading to the Mardi Gras 
being too 'mainstream', or for being part of a project of 'assimilation'.  Such comments 
can make sense only because of a binary model of culture - in which the centre (the 
'mass') is automatically bad. 
But case studies like the Mardi Gras disturb that simple binary - showing, as Doty has 
pointed out - that the queer and the non-queer may in fact be involved in an endless 
dance, exchanging reading positions, positions of power, positions of centrality, positions 
of dominance.  Such a possibility is intriguingly raised by these Australian gay porn 
videos.  Gay porn is immediately a problem for the form of (Frankfurt-School inspired) 
cultural theory which sees commercial cultural production as automatically flawed, mass-
oriented, ideologically homogenous and 'mainstream'.  For gay porn videos are 
completely generic, completely commercial - and yet, in no sensible use of the word, are 
they either 'mass' or 'central' to culture.  They may be 'mainstream', but as that is a 
pejorative term without much meaning, that can hardly be debated.   
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So, on analysing these videos, we find that they are, in fact, strangely 'traditional' in the 
form of Australianness they present.  Meanwhile, the mainstream - as Allan James 
Thomas suggests - has been revisiting and challenging traditional notions of Australian 
identity: 
The camp turn in recent Australian film could be understood in terms of a rejection 
of essentialist notions of national identity in favour of the performance of a 
multiplicity of possible identities, of race, of gender, of culture9 
While Muriel's Wedding, Priscilla, The Sum of Us, do this, the marginal texts of gay porn 
video provide one of the few cultural sites where traditional Australianness can continue 
to be presented. 
 
Australian gay porn videos 
• Jackaroos Kristen Bjorn (1990). 
Produced by Kristen Bjorn Productions, this video stars Blue Vainer, Dingo McGee, 
Hogan Maloney, Foot Long Sean and Brumby Jack among others in a tale of 'the rugged 
men outback Down Under'.  The stars have sex in couples and threesomes in the glorious 
bush, while looking at native wildlife and displaying their bushcraft. 
• Australian Sunset 2: Jackaroos Nick Brody (1991) Mandate/Capital Media 
Production (aka Australian Jackaroos: the Legend Continues). 
An Australian production, this video less resembles the glossy American style of gay 
porn production, with plain, homely and chubby actors having sex in a variety of 
countryside, and Australian suburban settings. 
• A Sailor in Sydney Kristen Bjorn (1991) Kristen Bjorn Productions. 
Set in Sydney, this video features a ship docking in the city, and a variety of sexual 
encounters - couples and threesomes - which emerge from this situation.  Features the 
usual Bjorn actors, and typically buff, firm and muscular bodies. 
• Going Down Under, AC Kirk (1991) Eye of Horus Pictures. 
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Produced by an Australian production company, the vignettes in this tape are linked by 
nothing other than the fact that the actors involved are Australian.  Some of the sex 
overlooks the Sydney opera house.  Other scenes are set in suburban lounge rooms. 
• Manly Beach, Kristen Bjorn (1991) Kristen Bjorn Productions. 
'Manly Beach: the most famous surf beach in Australia'.  Lifeguards have sex with each 
other and with swimmers, in a variety of spectacular locations. Typical Bjorn actors and 
production values. 
• Boys of Koala Beach 
No production details available. 
• Australian Sunsets 
No production details available10. 
 
Mate 
Jackaroo is the Australian word for the men of the rugged outback down under. 
Way out in the Australian outback, a thousand kilometers from the nearest town, a 
bloke and his mate have got to stick by one another (Voice over introducing sex 
scene in the video Jackaroos) 
In traditional formulations of Australianness, mateship has played a vital part.  Kay 
Schaffer suggests that: ‘a nationalist code exists, echoed in the catch-cry phrases of 
mateship and the bush …’11.‘The dominant pattern … identifie[d] for the Australian 
character’ by Graeme Turner, ‘is that of the battler from the bush surviving against the 
odds of a hostile and indifferent nature’12.  The character of the ‘mate’ is the archetypal 
Australian: 
The ‘real’ Australian … does not exist.  Nonetheless, the idea of his existence is 
given status and value within culture.  According to Australian cultural codes which 
have become common-sense knowledge, if he did exist he would come from and 
preferably live in the bush … He would be unpretentious, shy of women [and] a 
good mate … 13. 
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Similarly, Tom Morton feels that: 
[t]he tradition of mateship in Australia was shaped by two ‘primal scenes’: the bush 
and the battlefield.  In both these contexts, men had no choice but to be dependent 
on each other, and out of this dependence grew an extraordinary capacity for 
courage, self-sacrifice and devotion in looking after one’s mates14.   
The video Jackaroos is structured as series of set-piece fuck scenes in the Australian 
countryside, each introduced by a voice over.  These voice overs are particularly 'matey'.   
‘[A] bloke and his mate have got to stick by one another’, says the one - and they 
certainly do in the scene that follows. ‘[T]here’s almost nothing that me and my mates 
enjoy more than spending a day riding on horseback’ – almost nothing, but there is one 
thing. ‘Out in the bush, there are a few things which a bloke needs to know.  He needs to 
know how to ride hard, how to shoot straight – and what to do when that big, fat snake 
strikes’.  The main character in this scene proves that he does indeed know what to do 
with that big, fat snake. 
What is interesting about these scenes is that they do not need to step outside of the 
traditional vocabulary of mateship in order to create a homosexual Australian narrative.  
All they need to do is to employ double entendres in order to play up the homoeroticism 
which lies at the heart of the great Australian character of the mate. That this phantom 
homosexual has always been present behind the mate is well recognised in critical 
writing. ‘Mateship’ ‘offers the possibility of a homosocial bond between individual 
men’15; but this homosociality has always required the rigorous exclusion of a 
dangerously implicit homosexuality.  Kay Schaffer suggests that accounts of the Eliza 
Frazer story in the Australian mediasphere exhibit, ‘in typical Ocker fashion … 
overstated fears of homosexuality’16.  She goes on to suggest that: 
[T]he representation of nationalism as a passionate, homosocial fraternity requires 
‘the identification, isolation and containment of male homosexuality’17 
The tension between homosociality and homoeroticism in mateship have been a part of 
Australian national identity even in the 1970s 'quality' representations: so that, for 
example, Sam Rhodie can state quite unproblematically that that the film Gallipoli 
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revolves around 'the romantic pair of Archy and Frank', and that 'Frank acts for love of 
Archy'18. 
So, mateship has traditionally excluded women. 
And gay porn tapes have traditionally excluded women: 
gay pornography profits from and aspires to the institutionalized presence of 
patriarchal power built on the absence/silence of women, and is thus complicit in 
the oppression of women.  This is true, and it hurts19  
Given that this is the case, it is perhaps unsurprising that the masculinity of many of these 
tapes fits so well with the traditional versions of mateship, and that Jackaroos can be so 
painfully faithful to the Australian character. In its careful attempts to stay within the 
discourse of traditional mateship, while showing gay sex, Jackaroos is so faithful to the 
homosociality of mateship that it completely perverts it.  
Australian Sunsets 2: Jackaroos (aka Australian Jackaroos: the Legend Continues) (Nick 
Brody, 1991) claims in its title the same Australian mythical history, but does not include 
within its body any such characters.  A Sailor in Sydney (Kristen Bjorn, 1991) and Going 
Down Under (AC Kirk, 1991) present nothing in the way of mythical Australian 
characters.  Manly Beach (Kristen Bjorn, 1991) works with a more recent Australian 
archetype – the surf patroller: ‘Come with us on a hot and sensual journey Down Under 
to the golden sands of Manly Beach, the most famous surf beach in Australia, where the 
hunkiest, sexiest men in the world live only for the surf’.  Again, the archetypal image is 
rewritten in terms of smut and innuendo: ‘A surf patroller’s got to lead a disciplined way 
of life, governed by strict rules … when you come across someone in need of help, 
you’ve got to be ready to take the situation in hand’. ‘You never know when you’re going 
to need some of those muscles to rescue somebody.  Since lifesaving is all about 
teamwork, our second motto at Manly is – Always look after your mate.  After all, when 
you’re in a tight spot, you’re sure to need each other’; ‘even an offduty lifeguard must be 
on the lookout for someone in need of assistance’ (Manly Beach).  
In employing such a discourse, these tapes carry on a tradition of mateship and 
masculinity which is, perhaps, the dominant form of gay male representation in the 
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Australian public sphere.  In stark contrast to the United Kingdom - where the camp 
escapades of John Inman and Julian Clary provide the most visible public forms of male 
homosexuality (and where an upperclass queerness has been publicly effete at least since 
the time of Oscar Wilde) - Australia's most visible public gay characters have been Don 
Finlayson (Number 96) and Ian Roberts (Manly rugby player). Neither of these is 
noticably effeminate. 
The exclusion of women in gay porn tapes means that - although undeniably marginal 
texts - allows them to continue with a simple and straightforward version of Australian 
mateship which more 'mainstream' texts simply cannot sustain. 
 
-cum-Landscape 
Allen James Thomas refers to the 'quality' films of nation building during the 1970s in 
Australia as . 'the films of the period-cum-landscape tradition20'.  Removing the 'period' 
from this epithet (all of the gay porn films under consideration are contemporary) leaves 
a fair enough description of their national project - 'cum-landscape'.  For sex and 
countryside are both important in these videos. 
The Australian 'quality' nation-building film puts great importance on landscape: 'if you 
want the real Australia [these films suggest], look at the earth, not the people'21 .  Thomas 
notes the way that this tendency continues into recent films, such as Priscilla: 
the camera … cranes back and up, revealing more and more landscape stretching 
out in front of them as they become smaller and smaller in the frame, till they are 
tiny … figures overwhelmed by a huge, brown land22 
We have already noted that the traditions of gay porn fit neatly with representations of 
mateship.  In the same way, Thomas Waugh's survey of the differences between gay and 
straight male pornography notes that a 'common narrative formula'  of gay male porn 
videos is '… back to nature, fucking in the forest or posing in the desert … [by contrast 
straight male porn] cheesecake, unlike beefcake, is usually interior'23. Once again, gay 
porn conventions and Australian national traditions merge surprisingly well. 
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The cover of Australian Sunsets 2: the Jackaroos proclaims that the video is ‘Set in some 
of Australia’s most beautiful countryside’, and the landscape does indeed take pride of 
place in many of the sex scenes in these videos.  Some of these backdrops attempt to be 
spectacular - at least, in as far as they can be shot on home video cameras, with no 
lighting -resembling attempts to recreate Picnic at Hanging Rock for Australia's Funniest 
Home Videos. So the opening shots of Jackaroos focus on countryside.  The first shots 
are images of trees and the bush.  The first sex scene of Manly Beach is shot against a 
spectacular landscape of bush, on a clifftop above the sea. Some of the sex in Australian 
Sunsets 2 takes place in the bush. 
However, these videos offer a particular inflection of this landscape obsession in national 
identity. 
The first obvious element is that 'the landscape' comes to include cityscapes as well 
natural environments.  While Graeme Turner notes the: ‘preference for the rural over the 
urban … the thematic and physical domination of rural subjects and rural locations since 
film began in Australia’24, these films present Sydneyscapes and countryscapes as equally 
fascinating.  As well as the landscape of the bush and the outback, these videos signify 
‘Australianness’ through urban symbols.  Given their gay provenance, this is unsurprising 
– for gay communities have traditionally been urban groupings25, and it is Darlinghurst in 
Sydney which houses the most visible and well-known gay community in Australia.  The 
urban landscape of Sydney features in many of these videos – indeed, to an almost 
obsessive extent. 
Going Down Under opens with shots of the Centrepoint tower in Sydney city centre; the 
front cover of the video shows a naked young man standing in front of the Sydney Opera 
House.  A Sailor in Sydney sets its action under the harbour bridge, with shots that pan 
out from close ups of that landmark.  It also features the Opera House. 
Indeed, there is such a fascination with the Sydney Opera House in these videos that it 
even enters into the fucking scenes – those supposedly sacrosant spaces which are the 
very raison d’être of these videos.  In both A Sailor in Sydney and Going Down Under, 
sex scenes are set in apartments with picture windows overlooking the Opera House.  
And the two videos employ the same strategy for displaying this landmark.  In porn 
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videos, zooms are a common textual feature – zooms into close-ups of penises, of anuses, 
of penetration, of sucking.  And such zooms feature in these videos.  But another kind of 
zoom also appears in both videos - zooms which look as though they are aiming for 
genitalia – but swing off at the last moment to go out the window, behind the actors, and 
focus on a close-up of the Opera House.  This iconic element of the Australian urban 
landscape is equally as interesting, in the visual logic of these videos, as the gay sex 
which is supposedly their central attraction. 
The second way in which these videos inflect Australianness is by refusing the use of 
landscape that is proffered in the 'quality' films, and aligning themselves with the more 
'popular' use of landscape identified by Tom O'Regan.  O'Regan notes that it is in the 
'intellectual' 'Kulture' approach to film that the Australian landscape is seen as a 
threatening and alien place.  However, in more popular versions of Australianness - such 
as The Man From Snowy River: 
White Australians in The Man are not 'Europeans'.  They are not 'intruders in the 
bush' … The settlers are not fighting against the bush.  They are not maintaining 
and retaining in a ridiculous fashion their Euorpeanism in a hostile, alien 
environment.  They are quite simply there, and manifestly belong there …[the] 
'alien' threatening landscape has no purchase in this film26 
In the same way, the landscape in Jackeroos, Australian Sunsets 2: Jackeroos, Manly 
Beach, Going Down Under and A Sailor in Sydney is not threatening.  It is not, like that 
of Walkabout or Picnic at Hanging Rock, the space of the terrifying Other in which mere 
survival is problematic.  In these videos, the outback is where you go to have a fuck; and 
it is equivalent to the cityscape of the Opera House in this respect.  Bodies here are not 
threatened but pleasured; they are the site not of anxiety but of bliss. 
 
Desperate nationalism 
The final way in which these porn tapes seem to me to be peculiarly traditional in their 
construction of Australianness is in their 'desperate nationalism'. 
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In 1988, Australia celebrated its Bicentennary: a celebration of two hundred years of 
European settlement/invasion of the country.  The theme of this celebration was ‘to find a 
national identity’27.  ‘Many books, television programs, historical recreations, articles and 
reports are being generated which attempt to define a national culture’28.  The idea that 
Australia, as a young country (at least in its present form) is peculiarly desperate to define 
a national identity, is a common one in Australian studies29; and it has occasionally lead 
to a kind of 'desperate nationalism' - an overblown attempt to insist on national identity.  
The most visible recent example of this tendency has been the closing ceremony of the 
1996 Atlanta Olympic Games, presaging the 2000 Sydney Olympics.  At this global 
event Australia, in a bid to represent itself as a nation in this global arena, turned to a 
multiplicity of iconic (stereotyped) images.  In a presentation relying on the talents of 
indigenous people, the Australian performance centred Aboriginal performers, who 
presented a series of traditional dances.  They were surrounded by a variety of rubber-
suited versions of Australia’s unique wildlife.  Kangaroos on bicycles circled around, 
wild plants blosommed, cockatoos romped, and finally, a series of lifesavers danced 
across the arena. All the while, Waltzing Matilda played in the background.  The 
multiplication of symbols built to a cacophony of Australianness, each chosen to say, 
uniquely and unequivocally, 'Australia'.  The end result was almost hysterical.  
The nation-building project in recent cinema has largely moved away from the insistent 
use of recognisable symbols of Australianness, either rejecting them in favour of more 
banal and everyday ways of representing parts of Australian culture30, or returning to 
them in an openly parodic way31. 
But many of these Australian gay porn videos seem still to rely on a traditional form of 
desperate Australianness. 
For example, the language of these tapes is unmistakably Australian.  The ‘mate’ of 
Jackaroos is a recurring lexical element in all of these videos:  ‘I want to give it to you, 
mate’; ‘Pound it mate’ ‘Aw mate, I shot all over you.  Yeah’ (Manly Beach).  Australian 
accents, idiom and vocabulary are the one element of Australian productions which can 
be identified relatively unproblematically.   
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It has already been noted that many of the scenes in these videos is introduced by a voice-
over which places them in the context of traditionally ‘Australian’ scenarios – the bush, 
the outback.  But what the voice over says is perhaps less important than how it is said.  
These voice-overs are performed with extremely broad, deep, masculine Australian 
accents.  Indeed, the accents are so broad that they are almost comic.  The voice-overs do 
not just introduce the scenes however – they also dub the voices of the characters as they 
have sex; and the same voices dub every scene.  Indeed, the insistence on these accented 
voices as the carriers of Australianness leads to another odd feature: the men in these 
videos talk constantly while they are having sex.  
This is unusual.  Most gay porn videos, having established the scenario, feature little 
speech beyond an isolated exclamation.  In these Australian gay porn videos, the men 
keep talking all through the act.  In this way, even though it may not always be obvious 
from visual signifiers that these are Australian – an Australian penis does not look 
immediately different from an American penis – Australianness is always present: so 
long as the men keep on talking.  ‘Stick it in my arse – strewth!’ exclaims a character in A 
Sailor in Sydney, keeping the vernacular present as the sex progresses.  The insistence on 
the vocabulary of the ‘mate’ can again be noted, as the continual conversation insists on 
inserting this recognisably ‘Australian’ terminology.  ‘C’mon mate, suck that dick’, 
‘Strewth, yeh, suck it’ (Jackaroos); ‘Ah, mate, I shot all over you.  Yeah’ (Manly Beach). 
This insistence on talking produces a strange sensation - almost like having 
Australianness shoved down your throat.  There is nothing subtle or understated about the 
'Australian' content of these tapes. 
And, in a similar way to the closing ceremony of the Olympics, these porn videos turn to 
wildlife in Australia to mark national specificity - and with a similar wild abandon.  The 
names of the stars in these videos is interesting: ‘Brumby Jack’ is involved in Jackaroos, 
as is ‘Dingo McGee’; the film also involves an appeal to the history of Australian popular 
culture, in the appearance of ‘Hogan Maloney’; while ‘Skip Simmons’ appears in A 
Sailor in Sydney (‘skip’ being a derogatory term for a white Australian, developed from 
the television series Skippy, where the eponymous hero was a bush kangaroo). The 
opening scene of Jackaroos is also fascinating: it presents, in the manner of a tourist 
video, the ‘desperate nationalism’ of Australianness.  Two men drive through the 
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Australian countryside while a didgeridoo plays in the background.  A bizarre series of 
shots ensue.  The men stop the 4-wheel drive and point out of frame.  A reverse shot 
answers – a kangaroo.  Another shot of the men, pointing in a different direction (all the 
while, the didgeridoo plays).  Another answering shot – a koala.  Again, the men are 
shown looking. Again – an emu.  By this point, the scene is becoming ridiculous, but it 
keeps pushing the boundaries of this excessive ‘Australianness’ – again, they look, again 
a reverse shot – a cockatoo.  ‘Each time we’s go out bushwhackin’’, says the deeply 
Australian voice over, ‘we’re always amazed at nature’s wonders’.  Indeed – to see all of 
these creatures surrounding one 4-wheel drive is wondrous. 
 
Production context and desperate nationalism 
I have been noting that these culturally marginal products in many ways represent a far 
more traditional and familiar version of Australianness than the more subtle, negotiated 
and fractured versions being presented elsewhere in recent cinema.  In making this point, 
it should be noted that production circumstances contribute to this fact.   
Several of these videos are produced by Bjorn Productions, and directed by Kristen 
Bjorn: Jackaroos, Manly Beach, A Sailor in Sydney.  Bjorn is not Australian, and neither 
is his production company. Going Down Under and Australian Sunsets 2:The Jackaroos 
are produced by Australian companies (Eye of Horus productions and Capital Media 
respectively).  The examples of traditional Australianness which I have traced in these 
videos are unevenly distributed across the tapes.  All of the tapes involve landscape 
(Australian Sunsets, Manly Beach and Jackaroos include countryside shots, A Sailor in 
Sydney and Going Down Under both feature sex overlooking the Opera House).  Iconic 
wildlife appears both in Jackaroos and in Going Down Under, a young man is fucked 
while clutching a cuddly koala bear.   
There is one aspect of these tapes which is most determinedly 'Australian' in the foreign-
made videos: the accents.  While both Australian Sunsets and Going Down Under feature 
Australian actors, their voices are more everyday than those in Bjorn's videos: more 
camp, and not so deep and portentous.  It is the dubbed-over 'Australian' accents of Bjorn 
videos which mark out his productions as particularly Australian.  And there is a sense, 
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throughout his tapes, of a determination to be particularly 'Australian' which is not the 
case in those produced in Australia. 
In a way, this is not surprising.  It is a generic feature that cultural producers from outside 
a country tend to reduce it to a simple series of iconic moments - so The Simpsons Down 
Under, Hart to Hart Down Under and Quigley Down Under all meet kangaroos, for 
example.  Kristen Bjorn's production company specialises in travelogue gay pornography 
(Carnival in Rio, Carribean Beat, Manhattan Latin). These tapes produce a series of 
simple and easily differentiated national contexts for sex.  It is not surprising that the 
Australian tapes do the same. 
But, as I have argued elsewhere, the production context of these tapes is not finally 
decisive in deciding their 'Australianness'32.  What is important is their ability to persuade 
viewers of their national allegiance.  And it is interesting that the strategies used by these 
porn tapes, both local and foreign, for doing so are so familiar from the 'refined 
aestheticism and determined good taste' of those 'quiet' feature films of the 1970s. 
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